Gavin Broome and Matt Verzi are great friends and the driving force behind StreetHeat in West Melbourne, Florida. Both men were active in the automotive repair business working for someone else and decided that opening their own business was the best way to redefine their future. With 30 years of combined experience, they started out doing minor auto repairs but soon realized that concentrating on one vehicle until it was finished was a better solution. Gavin says “We decided to eliminate outside work and just focus on building one nice, quality vehicle.” Matt adds, “Our goal is to create a high-quality truck that you can drive anywhere, anytime, and will turn heads at any show.” And, they practice what they preach. In the half-dozen years that they’ve been together, they have dozens of vehicles to their credit and have achieved a worldwide reputation thanks to the Internet, with their work shipped around the country and around the world. In fact, this truck, designed and built in Melbourne, Florida, has already been shipped to its new owner in Melbourne, Australia!
Passionate About Patina

How did this '59 get started? They had just completed a similar '55 Chevy Apache patina truck and needed a usable Chevy cab to get the next project started. Driving one afternoon out in the middle of nowhere and miles from anywhere you would expect to be successful, Gavin spotted the roof of a truck in a field. It turned out to be a big back window '59 Chevy cab and chassis, just what they were looking for! Unfortunately, it was behind a locked gate but when they returned later, fortunately the gate was open and the owner was there. A short discussion accompanied by an exchange of cash and the cab was soon back in their shop. Since the rest of the body parts had already been sourced from other vehicles the build could now begin in earnest.

The boxed frame was hand-built with a Camaro front clip that was Z-d 4 inches and strengthened with new tubular crossmembers. A Chassis Engineering four-link with custom-made lower trailing arms holds the 8.5-inch Camaro rear, running 3.73 gears and a Yukon Posi. Since a slammed stance was an essential part of the project, the air suspension began with Chassis Tech 2,500-pound bags filled by a Viair 480C compressor, along with a 5-gallon reserve tank and AirMaxx valves that use ⅛-inch lines. QA1 shocks and Corvette 13-inch disc brakes were fitted to all four wheels and the chassis rolls on a combination of U.S. Mag's Standard rims, 20x8.5 up front and 20x10 in the rear. Lexani 35-series rubber (245 front and 275 rear) puts down a sticky contact patch and guarantees autocross-level handling.

The motor was a low-mileage, 5.3l fuel-injected
V-8 from a Tahoe that benefitted from a performance tune by their good friend Nick Lapinta. Pumping out approximately 330 hp, it was already quick enough without internal mods so the team concentrated on upgrades like the CPP stainless steel shorty headers, Flowmaster Super 44 mufflers, and eye-catching custom tip that fit perfectly into the inverted rear bumper. Keeping the V-8 cool is a Champion aluminum radiator and Tsunami electric fan with a hand-fabricated shroud. New Billet Specialties pulleys and a 100-amp GM alternator replaced the original components. The firewall was shaved and the motor was disassembled and detailed prior to installing it into the truck. Dozens of minor alterations were required to ensure that everything fit within the engine room, since major changes occur when the truck drops from ride height to the ground. Matt says, "Everything has its place on the truck and it's all designed to function without interference." As an example, the mandrel-bent exhaust, complete with an H-pipe and a center tip, is carefully routed over the axle and between the four-link bars to ensure proper clearance when the truck is at full height or in the weeds. Another example of pre-planning, the team chose a two-piece driveshaft for the 4L60E automatic trans, eliminating the need for an oversized tunnel in the cab.

Moving inside, the elegant saddle/tan interior is a surprising contrast from the patina'd exterior. Changes began with Stinger Road Kill sound deadening to make the cab genuinely quiet. The dash was modified to accommodate the A/C vents, defroster vents, Dolphin electric gauges, and retro controls for the air conditioning and air suspension. The modern CPP tilt stainless steering column holds a beautifully refurbished '59 Impala steering wheel. Lokar pedals and tall shifter add to the fun while the Chocolate Brown loop carpet picks up the shades of brown and tan in the leather-grade, vinyl bench seat and door panels. A Kenwood stereo adds another level of entertainment, playing through 6.5-inch component sets in the doors. Everything inside is a careful blend of vintage looks with underlying modern reliability.

Like many other contrasts found on the truck, the Fleetside bed uses a veneered floor with black zebrawood and five coats of urethane clearcoat, accented with stainless steel rails. It features a removable panel that allows easy access to the air ride controls and the AGM Gel-Cell battery. Raised 12 inches for suspension and exhaust clearance, the floor was sealed with Defender spray-in bed liner. The most noticeable feature on this head-swiveling custom truck was Matt and Gavin's unique patina paintjob, using Sherwin-Williams military-grade epoxy that was tinted baby blue, along with a discrete mixture of some genuine rust! Streaked in just the right areas to create a weathered look, the paintjob is guaranteed to develop even more character as time goes by.

The build was accomplished in a lightning-quick three months with Matt saying, "It was a real benefit jumping from the previous truck to this one with all the details fresh in our heads. The more of these we do, the more each one improves." The happy ending came when the truck
sold in a quick seven days, heading to Melbourne, Australia, where we are sure it will turn as many heads Down Under as it does here in the States. Gavin and Matt already have another '58 Apache big back window slated for a similar build with a whole list of upgrades as a result of what they learned on this '59. Special thanks to Charles Customs, Cruisin' Gold, Explicit Customs, Dan Hunger, and Nick Lapinta.